The neural mechanisms associated with the limited capacity of working memory has long been studied, but it is still unclear which neural regions are associated with the precision of visual working memory. Here, an orientation recall task for estimating the trial-wise precision of visual working memory was performed and then repeated two weeks later in an fMRI scanner. Results showed that activity in frontal and parietal regions during working memory maintenance scaled with working memory load, but not with the precision of working memory (i.e., recall error in radians). Conversely, activity in the lateral occipital complex (LOC) during working memory maintenance was not affected by memory load, but rather, correlated with working memory precision on a trial-by-trial basis. Moreover, activity in LOC also correlated with the individual participant's precision of working memory from a separate behavioral experiment. Interestingly, a region within the prefrontal cortex, the inferior frontal junction (IFJ), exhibited greater functional connectivity with LOC when the working memory load increased. Together, our findings provide unique evidence that the LOC supports visual working memory precision, while communication between the IFJ and LOC varies based on working memory load demands. These results suggest an intriguing possibility that distinct neural mechanisms may be associated with general content (load) or detailed information (precision) of working memory.
Introduction
Working memory (WM), a system that maintains and manipulates information in a short period of time for goal-directed actions (Baddeley, 2012) , is a critical cognitive function supporting everyday behaviors including language comprehension (Baddeley, 2003) , learning (Mayer and Moreno, 1998) and reasoning (Conway et al., 2003; Luck and Vogel, 2013) and correlated with general intelligence (Engle et al., 2011) . However, the capacity of visual WM (VWM) is severely limited (Luck and Vogel, 2013) and likely related to posterior brain activity Marois, 2004, 2005; Vogel and Machizawa, 2004) .
Recent studies have further shown that the precision of VWM is also restricted (Bays and Husain, 2008; Zhang and Luck, 2008; Bays et al., 2009 ) and may exhibit trial-by-trial variability (van den Berg et al., 2012 Berg et al., , 2014 . Meanwhile, the neural mechanisms underlying such limited and variable precision are still in debate.
Some studies have suggested elevated activity in the primary sensory cortex during a WM delay period may support WM maintenance, at least in the somatosensory domain Fuster, 1996, 2000) . However, other research have reported an absence of persistent activity in early sensory regions during VWM maintenance (Luna et al., 2005; Offen et al., 2009) .
Despite a lack of elevated activity during WM maintenance, detailed visual features such as orientation (Ester et al., 2009; Harrison and Tong, 2009) , motion direction (Emrich et al., 2013) and spatial location (Sprague et al., 2014 (Sprague et al., , 2016 can be decoded in human early visual cortices as well as the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) by multivariate analysis of neuroimaging data (Riggall and Postle, 2012; Albers et al., 2013) . These recent findings imply the precise feature representation of VWM is encoded in early visual cortex and IPS regions. Yet, prior research implemented a region-of-interest (ROI) approach, which overlapped with regions that exhibited a sensitivity to VWM load (quantity of items). Interestingly, activity in the lateral occipital complex (LOC) depends more on object complexity during VWM maintenance than on WM load (Xu and Chun, 2006) , which suggests additional neural regions may contribute to the precision of VWM that are not modulated by WM load.
Overall, further research is required to understand the neural correlates of VWM precision.
Persistent neuronal activity in the prefrontal cortex has long been associated with the maintenance of VWM contents when visual stimuli are no longer present (Fuster and Alexander, 1971; Goldman-Rakic, 1995) .
Moreover, top-down signals from the prefrontal cortex modulate activity within sensory cortices and influence WM processes (Gazzaley and Nobre, 2012) .
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to the prefrontal cortex during visual perception can alter sensory processes in visual cortex (Ruff et al., 2006) , while offline TMS to the prefrontal cortex can alter sensory encoding and subsequently affect VWM performance (Zanto et al., 2011) . However, whether this top-down modulation persists during the delay, and whether such modulation during VWM maintenance relates to VWM precision, still remains unknown. Together, both sensory cortex and prefrontal cortex have been identified as important regions supporting VWM, but their process-specific contributions remain unclear. Indeed, fronto-parietal cortices and sensory cortices have been proposed to be responsive to different aspects of WM, such as the quantity (i.e., load) and the quality (i.e., precision) of WM representations, respectively (Ku et al., 2015) , but support for this hypothesis is lacking.
In order to elucidate neural networks associated with VWM quantity and quality, we asked subjects to perform an orientation recall task inside a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. A whole brain univariate analysis was applied to explore the neural candidates associated with the trial-by-trial precision of VWM. We further assessed the connectivity between the precision-sensitive areas and other regions that may support VWM processes.
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Behavioral Data Analyses
The data from each subject contained a set of the distances between the reported orientations and the origin ones, which reflected the recall errors ranging -/2 to /2. The three-factor mixture model (Bays et al., 2009 ) was used to fit the performance of each subject in each memory load condition according to a Maximum Likelihood Estimation. There were three possible sources in the model: a uniform distribution for the trials, which was not encoded into memory, a von Mises distribution for the trials that the target orientations were encoded into memory and another von Mises distribution with the same concentration as the first one but centered at nontarget responses. Correspondently, four parameters were returned from the model while the summary of the first three parameters equaled one: Pt, the probability that the target item was remembered; Pn, the probability that nontarget items were remembered by mistake; Pu, the guess rate and SD, the standard deviation of the von Mises distribution. VWM precision was calculated as the inverse of the SD from the model (in radians). This model can be described as the following equation:
where is the origin orientation (in radians), is the reported orientation, θ θ refers to the proportion of trials that subjects reported randomly, is the γ β probability of reporting a nontarget orientation and is the von Mises ϕ σ Distribution with mean zero and standard deviation . The three parameters in σ this model: , and were obtained for each subject and memory load γ β σ separately. The probability of successfully reporting the target orientation can be calculates as .
-γ -β
For more details of this model, see Bays et al. (2009) (Bays et al., 2009) .
Parameters were estimated using MATLAB toolbox available at http://www.bayslab.com and separate estimations were obtained for each subject and condition.
Experiment 2: fMRI experiment
Participants
Fifteen subjects from the behavioral experiment volunteered to take part in the fMRI experiment. Two subjects were excluded because of excessive head-movement (> 3 mm), leaving thirteen subjects (8 males, age 21.541.99) for data analysis. The two experiments were separated over at least two weeks to avoid practice effects. Subjects all completed Informed Written Consent and the experimental protocol was also approved by the Ethics Committee.
Stimuli and Procedure
The stimuli and procedure in the fMRI experiment ( Fig. 1) were the same as the behavioral experiment except for: a. the sample array was presented for 500 ms; b. the duration of the delay period was 8 sec; c. there was a 4-s time limitation to respond to the probe (no subjects failed to respond within this time period in any trials); d. the ITI was extended to 3.5 s, 5.5 s or 7.5 s pseudorandomly; e. the memory load was 1, 2, 4 or 6 in this experiment. 
fMRI Data Analyses
Functional data were pre-processed using the SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) toolbox in MATLAB. We performed slice time correction to all volumes, motion correction using the rigid-body to align all volumes to the first volume in the first run, co-registration with the subject-native anatomical volume, normalization to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, spatial smoothing using an 8-mm FWHM Gaussian filter and 1/128 Hz cutoff high-pass temporal filter.
In our first general linear model (GLM), we seek to identify brain areas which show a main effect of WM load. According to previous studies, there exists a limit of visual WM capacity which is the "magical number 4" (Cowan, 2010) . Psychophysics studies along with electroencephalography (Vogel and Machizawa, 2004) and fMRI (Xu and Chun, 2006 ) have shown consistent WM capacity limit as four items in the change detection task, which is similar to our task. So we separated all trials into two categories: low WM load (combination of loads 1 and 2) and high WM load (combination of loads 4 and 6). Then, we modeled the sample array, delay and probe array including two levels of memory loads as separated regressors, producing a total of 6 regressors in the GLM. Regressors for the sample and probe were modeled as a stick function and regressors for the delay were modeled as a square wave function with a duration of one TR. All regressors were convolved with a standard hemodynamic response function (HRF) and regressor onsets were time-locked to onsets of every trial stage. Six rigid body parameters were added to correct for the head motion artifact. For the group level analysis, the "high WM" and "low WM" contrasts corresponding to the delay stage were subjected to second-level random effects analysis using a paired t-test ("high WM > low WM") in SPM8.
In order to identify brain areas associated with trial-by-trial variability, we did the second GLM analysis in which the absolute value of model-free recall errors (in radians) of every trial inside the scanner were put into the GLM as a parametric regressor. In other words, the second GLM was almost identical to the first one except that we pooled all recall errors together regardless of the load condition (without modeling load as a regressor). At the group level, we used a one-sample t-test to assess the brain areas that showed a negative association between the behavioral performance (i.e., less error means higher memory precision) and BOLD signal.
To investigate the functional connectivity between sensory areas and other parts of the brain during the delay period of VWM, a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) (Friston et al., 1997) analysis was performed. Volumes of interest (VOIs) were defined as 5 mm-radius sphere centered around areas sensitive to trial-based precision, which were the cluster observed in the second GLM with the second-level analyses of the parametric modulation of the recall errors in radians. The eigenvariate of the time series from these VOIs (or seeds) were extracted based on the first GLM and has been adjusted with the F-contrast represented for the delay period activity to remove confounding effects. A PPI contrast of "high load > low load" was defined. At the group level, a one-sample t-test was applied to search for brain areas that show higher functional connectivity with these seeds in high load than in low load conditions. All analyses were set to a threshold of p < 0.001 at the voxel level with a 70-voxel cluster extent to achieve a family-wise error corrected p < 0.05 using alpha probability simulations in the REST toolbox (http://www.restfmri.net (Song et al., 2011) ).
Within-subject Correlation Between Experiments
The activity in LOC during the delay period was related to the behavioral performance on a trial-by-trial basis inside the scanner. Therefore, we tested whether the averaged activity in LOC from the fMRI experiment predicted the precision of VWM performance in the behavioral experiment (outside the scanner). To address this question, we performed the third GLM for every single subject in which all four memory loads and three phases (sample, delay, probe) of each trial were used as regressors (resulting in 12 regressors).
Afterwards, we extracted BOLD responses during delay period for each memory load of the three LOC clusters we found in the second GLM separately. Subsequently, we averaged BOLD responses of all voxels in each cluster of each memory load and then averaged BOLD responses across all three clusters for every subject. Consequently, every subject resulted in four values of BOLD signals of four memory loads respectively. For the correlation, here we applied a within-subject correlation approach (Bland and Altman, 1995; Emrich et al., 2013) to examine the relationship between changes in the LOC response and changes in VWM precision across load. Specifically, we made the BOLD signal (beta values) in LOC as the outcome variable and the behavioral performance of VWM precision as predictor variables, and we treated the subject variable as the covariate. In other words, an ANCOVA was used to eliminate between-subject differences of BOLD signal in LOC and then we can get the variation of LOC activity across WM loads due to changes of VWM precision estimated from the behavioral experiment using the three-factor mixture model.
Model Comparison
In order to examine whether the activity of LOC in VWM was more likely to be associated to VWM load or VWM precision, we further conducted a model comparison between three linear models describing the relationships between LOC beta values and VWM. In all models, the outcome variables were the averaged beta values of all LOC regions as used in the correlation described above. The first model was similar to the third GLM, in which we put four memory loads as predictor variables. The second model was identical to the ANCOVA we did to correlate behavior outcomes and neural activities, in which the VWM precision was regarded as the predictor variable. In the third model, both VWM load and precision were set as predictor variables. Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) was used to evaluate the goodness of model fitting and lower BIC indicated better fitting of the model. We then tested differences in model fitting for significance with a chi-square test, performed by R (version 3.6.1).
Results
Experiment 1: Behavioral experiment
In order to evaluate visual working memory precision for line orientation, subjects were asked to finish a 45-minute behavioral experiment (Fig.1 ). As shown in Figure 2 , the height of the recall error distribution curves declined and the width of the curves increased with an increasing WM load.
Repeated-measure ANOVA results revealed significant load effects on the probability of a correct target response (Pt, F (4, 22) = 19.556, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.780), memory precision (F (4, 22) = 188.258, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.972), as well as on the probability of mistakenly reporting a nontarget item (Pn, F (4, 22) = 8.489, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.607) and the guessing rate (Pu, F (4, 22) = 13.962, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.717).
Experiment 2: fMRI experiment
Behavioral results
For the thirteen (out of twenty-six) subjects we recruited from the behavioral experiment, we re-analyzed the statistical significancy of their behavioral performance fitted use the three-factor mixture model (see Methods) in the behavioral experiment. The purpose of this analysis was to see if the results from this subset of subjects were consistent with the first experiment. The behavioral results replicated the load effects from the behavioral analysis in the behavioral experiment, such that repeated-measure ANOVAs yielded significant load effects for Pt (F (4, 9) = 9.755, p = 0.002, η p 2 = 0.813), precision (F (4, 9) = 26.841, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.923), Pu (F (4, 9) = 5.072, p = 0.020, η p 2 = 0.693) and marginal significant main effect of Pn (F (4, 9) = 3.044, p = 0.076, η p 2 = 0.575).
We further analyzed the behavioral recall errors obtained inside the MRI scanner. Because there were only 32 trials under each memory load in the fMRI task, it was inappropriate to do the model fitting for such a small sample size. As a result, we used two model-free measurements: circular standard deviation (circular SD) of recall errors and mean absolute recall errors to estimate WM performance. Again, repeated-measure ANOVAs showed significant load effects of both circular SD (F (3, 10) = 25.038, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.883) and mean absolute errors (F (3, 10) = 25.616, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.885) (see supplementary note 1 for details), indicating worse VWM precision at higher VWM load.
fMRI results
We built our first general linear model (GLM) to identify brain areas showing a WM load effect. Consistent with previous studies (Barch et al., 2013; Emrich et al., 2013) , group level contrasts between "high WM load" and "low WM load" (i.e., the load effect) evoked widely spread activities in a frontal-parietal network (Fig. 3 ) during the delay (maintenance) period of the WM task.
Specifically, seven cortical regions showed significant activations after multiple-comparison correction: bilateral frontal eye fields (FEF), bilateral inferior frontal junction (IFJ), dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and bilateral inferior parietal lobe (IPL) (see Table 1 and Fig. 3 for details). To investigate the neural correlates of VWM precision, a parametric analysis was applied by putting the recall errors (in radians) of each trial as a parametric regressor into our second GLM in which we pooled all recall errors together without modeling load as a regressor. Results revealed that only three clusters of voxels in the lateral occipital complex (LOC) were negatively related with the increase of recall errors in each trial during the delay period ( Fig. 4A) :
two in the left LOC (peak MNI coordinate: [-26 -88 6], maximum t (12) = 4.915, p FWE < 0.05, 88 voxels; peak MNI coordinate: [-36 -80 -2], maximum t (12) = 5.388, p FWE < 0.05, 120 voxels), and one in the right LOC (peak MNI coordinate: [32 -80 2], maximum t (12) = 6.058, p FWE < 0.05, 73 voxels). Given the interpretation that the BOLD signal was larger in these three areas when behavioral error was smaller, the results indicated that these regions of interest (ROIs) may play an important role in maintaining the precise information of VWM.
According to the results of the behavioral experiment and previous findings (Zhang and Luck, 2008; Bays et al., 2009; van den Berg et al., 2012) , VWM precision decreases with increasing memory load. So, it is possible that the regions tracing the precision might co-vary with load. Although we didn't find any activation in the visual cortex when we directly measured the load effect using paired t-tests, it was still worth testing this possibility by adding WM load (low vs. high) as a regressor into the second GLM. In the fourth GLM, we divided trials into low and high WM load and added recall errors as parametric modulations to these regressors separately. No regions in the whole-brain analysis showed differential activation under parametric modulation between the two levels of WM load in this fourth GLM, which confirmed the results that the three lateral occipital areas were sensitive for memory precision rather than the memory load.
However, even though the three LOC regions exhibited response profiles that tracked how precisely the VWM information was maintained, it is unlikely that this kind of process is completely independent of the WM load effect.
Here, we performed a PPI analysis to see if the ROIs are functionally connected with other regions in the brain that are sensitive to VWM load. Note that since the two clusters in the left hemisphere are so close to each other, we combined them into one ROI and set the PPI seed at the center of the peak voxel in this combined ROI. Results in Figure 4B shows that both ROIs of the left and right LOC exhibited significantly higher connectivity with the right inferior frontal junction (IFJ) when the load increased (l_LOC: t (12) = 8.528, 309 voxels, peak at MNI coordinate: x = 48, y = 14, z = 14; r_LOC: t (12) = 5.982, 198 voxels, peak at MNI coordinate: x = 50, y = 2, z = 10). Conjunction analysis revealed that the two clusters in the right IFJ connected to the left or right LOC respectively were overlapped, and the number of overlapping voxels was 91.
In addition, the right LOC also showed differential functional connectivity with the left insula between the high and low WM load (t (12) = 4.906, p FWE < 0.05, 72 voxels, peak at MNI coordinate: x = -44, y = 2, z = -12).
Relating brain activity and response precision
To test whether the areas activated during the WM task really trace the WM precision at the individual level, we applied a correlation method (Bland and Altman, 1995) which focused on the within-subject changes across load by using an ANCOVA to eliminate the between-subject differences in BOLD signal. The results showed that the averaged beta values in all LOC regions during the delay period were correlated to the WM precision under different loads estimated from the three-factor mixture model using the data from the behavioral experiment (r = 0.732, p < 0.001; Fig. 5 ).
ROI based results
Our primary findings of WM load effect showed non-significant activity in the LOC when comparing high WM load and low WM load. Since we have done the third GLM in which four WM loads were modeled separately, we further looked at the main effect of load during the delay period by using a one-way ANOVA. Whole-brain analysis provided similar results to our primary findings (the results we got from the first GLM in Fig. 3) , indicating non-significant differences across WM loads in the LOC. Given that the whole-brain analysis applied corrections for multiple comparisons, and in order to assess the activity in the LOC alone, we did an additional ROI-based analysis to evaluate the load effect in the LOC. The ROI of LOC was defined as the areas showing significant trial-wise correlations with response errors in the second GLM. The beta values in all LOC regions during the delay interval from the third GLM were extracted and averaged for each WM loads separately. One-way repeated measure ANOVA indeed exhibited significant main effect of load (F (3, 10 ) = 18.138, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.845), which indicated the null effects mentioned above as due to the corrections over all brain areas. This result reminded us previous findings showing similar ROI-based results in which neural activities in the LOC were also modulated by WM load, however, more sensitive to the complexity of memory items which might be associated with memory precision (Xu and Chun, 2006) .
Model comparison results
The ROI-based analysis suggested that neural activities in the LOC might as well be modified by VWM load. To further examine which factor, load or precision, influenced LOC activity to a greater extend, different models were compared to describe the LOC activity during the retention of VWM. BICs of the load model, precision model and load + precision model were 158.580, 154.153 and 169.176 respectively. Chi-square test indicated that the precision model was significantly better in fitting the LOC delay activity than the other two models (ps < 0.001). This result indicated that neural activity in the LOC was more related to VWM precision than load.
Discussion
In order to characterize the neural correlates of VWM precision, in the current study, an orientation recall task was performed inside and outside an fMRI scanner under different VWM loads. Consistent with previous findings, behavioral modeling results revealed that WM precision decreased and the guessing rate increased when WM load was increased (Zhang and Luck, 2008; Bays et al., 2009; van den Berg et al., 2012) . Interestingly, BOLD signal in the LOC could trace the trial-by-trial precision of VWM inside the MRI scanner, and were further correlated with the precision of VWM calculated from the behavioral performance outside the scanner at the individual level by a three-factor mixture model (Bays et al., 2009) . Therefore, the LOC likely plays an important role in the precision of VWM.
LOC as a contributor to VWM precision
Previous studies have used multivariate methods such as pattern classification techniques to decode mnemonic representations during VWM and have demonstrated an important role of early visual cortex (Harrison and Tong, 2009; Ester et al., 2013; Sprague et al., 2014) , parietal cortices (Bettencourt and Xu, 2015; Ester et al., 2015) and frontal cortices (Ester et al., 2015) . Notably, previous studies have also linked decoded patterns of brain activity with working memory precision. For example, Sprague et al. split trials based on recall-error into two groups of high vs. low precision, and found the reconstructed amplitude in visual cortex and intraparietal sulcus (IPS) was greater during high precision trials than low precision trials (Sprague et al., 2016) . Similarly, classification accuracy using MVPA from visual cortex and IPS was shown to correlate with the precision parameter from a three-factor mixture model (Emrich et al., 2013; Gosseries et al., 2018) . These results converge to show that VWM precision is associated with patterns of activity distributed throughout visual cortex and IPS during VWM encoding (Galeano Weber et al., 2016 , 2017 and maintenance (Sprague et al., 2016; Emrich et al., 2013; Gosseries et al., 2018) . Interestingly, all of these studies used an ROI approach that required ROIs to exhibit WM load sensitivity. Therefore, it is possible that previous studies may have simply missed the prominent role of the LOC in VWM precision as we show that the LOC is less sensitive to WM load than to WM precision during the maintenance period. Yet, two of these studies did include LOC as part of an "occipital cortex ROI" (Emrich et al., 2013; Gosseries et al., 2018) , as the LOC was modulated by VWM load during the encoding period (of note, they show LOC is not modulated by WM load during the maintenance period). Unfortunately, results from their pattern classification analyses did not differentiate between region-specific (i.e., V1-V4, V3a, V3b, LOC) contributions in predicting VWM precision, and so it is unclear whether LOC may have contributed more (or less) to VWM precision than other visual cortical regions.
Here, we did not use an ROI approach, nor did we assume WM load sensitivity to be a prerequisite for sensitivity to WM precision. As such, the results from the current study complement and extend previous findings in several important regards. First, we were able to demonstrate that LOC plays a prominent role in VWM precision in so far as our whole brain analysis did not yield any other regions apart from LOC exhibiting a sensitivity to VWM precision. Second, we show that during VWM maintenance, BOLD activity in a specific cortical region is related to VWM precision, which up to now, has largely been associated with latent activity codes distributed across the cortex.
Third, whereas previous research restricted their search to regions that exhibit a sensitivity to VWM load, our results indicate the LOC sensitivity to VWM precision is largely independent of VWM load. Fourth, we demonstrate that LOC may communicate with WM load sensitive regions via IFJ. Fifth, previous research associated distributed patterns of activity with mean VWM precision.
Here, we show that the LOC is associated with the trial-by-trial precision of VWM. Finally, we highlight the robustness of LOC's association with VWM precision by extending the relationship beyond trial-wise performance to show that it is also related to task-level VWM precision from the same paradigm conducted two weeks prior.
VWM quantity (load) and quality (precision)
The current results coincide with previous findings that indicate during VWM maintenance, LOC activity co-varies more with object complexity instead of VWM load (Xu and Chun, 2006) . It is interesting to note that we observed the opposite effect in frontoparietal regions, such that VWM load modulated activity in frontal and parietal areas, but no such sensitivity was observed for VWM precision. While this load-selective sensitivity in frontoparietal regions is in line with previous research, as noted above, the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) is also sensitive to VWM precision (Emrich et al., 2013; Sprague et al., 2016; Gosseries et al., 2018) . The discrepancy between our findings and previous results is likely due to the different analytical approaches. Whereas our analyses focused on univariate BOLD activity to show LOC co-varies with VWM precision on a trial-wise basis, prior research used multivariate approaches to demonstrate distributed patterns of activity in IPS and visual cortex relate to VWM precision at the task (not trial) level of performance (Sprague et al., 2016; Gosseries et al., 2018) . Nonetheless, the differential response profiles across the cortex to VWM quantity (load) and quality (precision) hint at distinct mechanisms for each of these aspects of VWM. In support of this, limitations in WM ability have been attributed to these two dimensions (load and precision), which are thought to yield distinct contributions to WM (Awh et al., 2007) . Indeed, the idea for a "division of labor" sub-serving WM load and precision is reminiscent of the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways that carry low and high spatial details, respectively, which maintain its segregation through some of the visual processing hierarchy (e.g., V1 to V5) (Maunsell et al., 1990) . Given that the Sensory Recruitment Hypothesis of VWM suggests that the maintenance of visual information occurs in sensory processing areas (D'Esposito and Postle, 2015; Postle, 2015) , it is reasonable to hypothesize that VWM representations would too be segregated along magnocellular and parvocellular pathways.
Although more research is necessary to fully ascertain whether VWM load and precision may be segregated functionally and/or anatomically, it is interesting to note that the LOC is more sensitive to high spatial frequency (more precise) information compared to low spatial frequency content (Canário, et al., 2016) , which could suggest a parvocellular contribution and corroborates our results that suggest LOC plays an important role in VWM precision.
Interactions between occipital and frontoparietal regions
It is speculated that precision-related modulations of activity in LOC might arise from the detailed mnemonic features encoded in early visual cortex, and relay to high-level frontal / parietal cortices. LOC, which is located in the middle level of visual hierarchies, is appropriate for connecting sensory information with frontoparietal networks that exert a top-down control over memory representations (Gayet et al., 2018; Scimeca et al., 2018) . Importantly, we
show functional connectivity between bilateral LOC and the right IFJ is stronger when the VWM load increases, which may serve as a bridge between precision-related and load-related cortical regions. This provides further evidence for a distributed network to represent different aspects of targets in VWM (Ku et al., 2015) and to fulfill goal-directed actions (D'Esposito and Postle, 2015; Postle, 2015) . However, this functional connectivity could be either a bottom-up information transfer, a top-down modulation of sensory cortical activity, or have a bidirectional influence. It is indeed plausible that this LOC-IFJ connectivity reflects top-down control from the prefrontal cortex since previous research has provided causal evidence that top-down signals originating from the prefrontal cortex modulate sensory cortical activities (Feredoes, et al., 2011; Ruff et al., 2006) . However, it is more likely a bottom-up (feedforward) signal because applying inhibitory repetitive TMS to the right IFJ disrupts neural suppression in sensory cortices selective for irrelevant stimuli, which in turn results in an increased reliance on LOC to uphold VWM performance (Zanto, et al., 2013) . Nonetheless, this finding provides further evidence for the interaction between the prefrontal cortex and sensory cortices (Ku et al., 2015) and supports the distributed nature of VWM (Christophel, et al., 2017) .
It is notable that seeds within bilateral LOC both increased their connectivity to the right IFJ with increasing VWM load. This hemispheric asymmetry within the prefrontal cortex is consistent with previous findings that revealed the involvement of the right prefrontal cortex more frequently than the left prefrontal cortex during visuospatial WM tasks (Postle and D'Esposito, 2000; Gazzaley et al., 2004; Zanto et al., 2011) . Additionally, when the right LOC is set as a seed, connectivity to the left insula is observed as well. The left insula and the right IFJ in our PPI results echoed a meta-analysis study showing these two regions' critical function in intrusion resistance (Nee and Brown, 2013) , which may help explain why functional connectivity is stronger in the high-load condition -possibly to protect the VWM contents from internal interference. Moreover, insula has also been suggested to be involved in sustained attention during the maintenance of WM (Dosenbach, et al., 2008) and recruited to support performance in high-demanding tasks (Derrfuss, et al., 2005; Minzenberg, et al., 2009) . Previous research also showed evidence that the insula is involved in multimodal WM tasks including visual (Pouthas et al., 2005) , auditory (Bamiou et al., 2003; Arnott, 2005) and tactile (Sörös et al., 2007) stimuli, which further indicates its role in encoding multiple sources of sensory information (Silverstein et al., 2010) and goal-directed actions.
Limitations
There are several limitations in this study. First, we failed to see significant parietal activity tracking recall errors in the current results. The parietal cortex, especially the superior IPS, is critical in maintaining a robust WM representation against distractors (Behrmann, Geng, & Shomstein, 2004; Bettencourt & Xu, 2015; Lorenc, et al., 2018) , and possibly in controlling the trial-by-trial variability of WM precision (Galeano Weber, et al., 2016) . In a recent study, Gosseries et al. showed that IPS activity was more related to the control of WM representations when demands on context binding was high (Gosseries et al., 2018) . While the current study did not observe a direct correlation between parietal activity and the trial-by-trial recall errors, it is possible that IPS is critical when more mnemonic information is needed to be maintained in WM (i.e., to represent multiple and high context binding memorandums) (Xu, 2017; Gosseries et al., 2018) . Indeed, in the present study, the IPS is activated when the load of WM increases, which coincide with previous findings (Todd and Marois, 2004; Barch et al., 2013) .
Second, as orientations of the sample items are randomly chosen from 0 o -180 o in our experiment, it is not practical to do multivariate pattern analysis for orientation decoding in our study. Previous studies showed robust evidence for the recruitment of early visual cortices in representing VWM contents (Ester et al., 2009; Harrison and Tong, 2009; Emrich et al., 2013; Sprague et al., 2014 ). Although we are not able to replicate those effects, the correlation between LOC activity and VWM precision in our study still supports the sensory recruitment hypothesis of WM.
In conclusion, the current study provides evidence that LOC activity during VWM maintenance may be an important neural correlate of VWM precision.
Results demonstrated LOC was able to track trial-by-trial variability in VWM precision, and this LOC activity was robust enough to also exhibit a relationship with task-level VWM precision in the same participants engaged in the same paradigm two weeks prior. Interestingly, LOC sensitivity to VWM precision was not fully dependent of WM load, but may communicate with load-sensitive frontoparietal regions via the IFJ to help fulfill goal-directed VWM processes under increased task demands (i.e., when the VWM load is higher). As the LOC was shown to be sensitive to VWM precision, while frontoparietal regions were sensitive to VWM load, and not vice versa, this hints at distinct mechanisms for each of these dimensions of VWM. Table 1 ) had significant activation differences between high / low WM load. where each dot indicates for one WM load level. The X axis represents the working memory precision calculated by the three-factor mixture model using the data from the behavior experiment. The Y axis represents the average of BOLD responses of all LOC clusters in the fMRI experiment. Results showed that changes in BOLD signal across WM loads were significantly correlated with changes in working memory precision returned from the three-factor mixture model (Bays et al., 2009) in the behavioral experiment outside MRI scanner at individual level. Data were modeled for each subject and fit with parallel lines with ANCOVA according to the methods of Bland and Altman (1995) (Bland and Altman, 1995) .
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